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Growth morphologies and mechanisms of the carbide of group IVB and VB elements
(MC carbide), a typical faceted crystal, were studied with an estimated cooling rate
from 102 to 105 K/s. Results showed that although the growth morphologies of the MC
carbide vary remarkably with solidification cooling rate, the solid/liquid interface is
always atomically smooth, and the growth mechanisms are always lateral growth. The
growth mechanism transition from lateral to continuous growth mode, which was
predicted by the classic crystal growth theory, was not observed for the TiC type MC
carbide within the estimated cooling rate range of 102–105 K/s.

I. INTRODUCTION

The nature of the solid/liquid interface structure has a
decisive influence on both the growth mechanisms and
the growth morphologies of crystals. The Jackson’s fac-
tor �j

1 can be used to predict the solid/liquid interface
structure and growth mechanism under slow-cooling,
near-equilibrium solidification conditions. For those
phases with �j < 2, the solid/liquid interface structure is
widely believed to be atomically rough, and the crystal
growth occurs by continuous growth, leading to non-
faceted morphology. For those phases with �j > 2, the
growth interface structure is atomically smooth, and the
crystal growth occurs by lateral growth, leading to fac-
eted growth morphologies with special crystallographic
planes or facets on the crystal surface. It is predicted and
widely accepted that the growth mechanism of a faceted
crystal would change from lateral to continuous growth
with increasing solidification cooling rate,2 as shown in
Fig. 1. This prediction is confirmed by some metalloid
elements’ faceted phases, such as silicon and germa-
nium,4–9 with a Jackson’s factor slightly over 2 under
slow-cooling, near-equilibrium solidification conditions.
However, little information is available concerning the

growth mechanism transition versus solidification condi-
tions for typical faceted crystals with strong atomic
bonds and very high Jackson’s factor.

As an interstitial phase with high melting point, excel-
lent high-temperature stability and wear resistance, the
carbide of group IVB and VB elements (hereafter called
MC carbide) such as TiC, VC, etc, is an important
strengthening phase for nickel-based superalloys, alloy
tool steels, and many metal matrix composite materials
(MMCs). Also, TiC-type MC carbide is well known to be
a typical faceted crystal due to high melting entropy and
a large Jackson’s factor of approximately 5–7.10 There-
fore, investigation on the non-equilibrium solidification
growth morphologies of MC carbide is very important to
perfect understanding of the non-equilibrium growth
theory of faceted crystals. The objective of this work
was to investigate the growth morphologies of TiC with
an estimated cooling rate from 2.1 × 102 to 8.3 × 105 K/s.

II. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

To eliminate the influence of the melt inheritance on
the carbide growth morphology, laser surface in situ al-
loying with carbon was utilized to synthesize TiC-type
MC carbide on the surface of a �-titanium aluminide
alloy Ti–48Al–2Cr–2Nb. Commercially pure carbon
powders, of approximately 320 mesh particle size and
approximately 0.2 mm in thickness, were pre-placed
on the surface of the �–TiAl intermetallic alloy
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(12 × 10 × 6 mm in size). The experiments of laser sur-
face alloying were carried out on a 5 kW CO2 laser
materials processing system equipped with a 4-axis com-
puter controlled (CNC) work table. The laser processing
parameters were laser beam power, 3.2 kW; beam diam-
eter, 3.0 mm; and beam scanning speed, 6.0–16.4 mm/s.

To obtain higher solidification cooling rate, the growth
morphologies of TiC-type MC carbide of pulsed laser
surface alloyed �–TiAl with carbon were also investi-
gated. The pure carbon powders with an average particle
size of 320 mesh were pre-placed on the surface of the
�–TiAl intermetallic alloy (12 × 10 × 6 mm in size) in
thickness of approximately 0.1 mm. The 1 kW Nd:YAG
laser was used, and the single-spot laser surface alloying
parameters were laser outpower, 17 J; beam diameter,
1.0 mm; and pulse time, 2.0–4.0 ms.

Metallographic sections of the laser surface alloyed
coatings were prepared by standard mechanical polishing
procedures. The growth morphologies of TiC-type MC
carbide were characterized by scanning electron micros-
copy (SEM; KYKY-2800, KYKY Technology Develop-
ment Ltd., Beijing, People’s Republic of China). The
average solidification cooling rate of the laser surface
alloyed coating were estimated based on the empirical
relationship between secondary dendrite arm spacing and
solidification cooling rate.11

III. RESULTS

As shown in Fig. 2(a), the growth morphology of TiC
carbide with a solidification cooling rate of approxi-
mately 2.1 × 102 K/s is a well-developed dendrites hav-
ing platelet/catenulate growth characteristics. It can be
clearly seen that the dendrite arms consist of many plate-
lets, which form the basis growth units, parallel to each
other. Meanwhile, some thin rods with strong faceted
fronts are found to grow out from the external planes of
three growth units with a branching angle of approxi-
mately 72° or 108°. The growth morphologies of
TiC-type MC carbide in the laser surface alloyed coa-
ting on �–TiAl intermetallic alloy with a solidification
cooling rate of approximately 8.9 × 102 K/s is also

FIG. 1. Growth rate versus interface supercooling according to the
three classical laws of crystal.3

FIG. 2. SEM micrographs showing the growth morphologies of TiC of CO2

laser surface alloyed �–TiAl intermetallic alloy with carbon solidified with
estimated cooling rate of (a) 2.1 × 102 K/s and (b), (c), 8.9 × 102 K/s.
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macroscopically well-developed dendrite [Fig. 2(b)].
Careful examination of the well-developed dendrite re-
veals that the primary dendrite arm actually consists of
interconnecting faceted rods or faceted rod frameworks,
as shown in Fig. 2(b). Moreover, the intersecting angles
between these interconnecting thin rods are also approxi-
mately 72° or 108°, equal to the intersecting angles be-
tween the close packed crystallographic planes of {111}
of TiC carbide. Thus, the growth surfaces of thin faceted
rods are probably the close-packed {111} planes, and
these thin rods grow and bifurcate by lateral growth from
steps or ledges existing on the surface of these close packed
crystallographic {111} planes. Further careful observation
of the carbide growth morphology on deeply etched
specimen indicates that all the outer surfaces of these thin
rods have typical facets, as seen clearly in Fig. 2(c).

As solidification cooling rate increases to 3.7 ×
103 K/s, the growth morphology of MC carbide changes
to cross-petal-like, and these secondary arms grow
symmetrically, as shown in Fig. 3(a). Also, it is worth
noting that the growth surfaces still have typically
faceted features, as indicated in Fig. 3(a). The growth
morphology of TiC solidified with a cooling rate of 7.1 ×
105 K/s is a dendrite, in which a primary arm grows
rapidly along its preferred growth crystallographic
direction [Fig. 3(b)]. It is interesting that the advancing
front of the secondary arms is still faceted feature, as
shown in Fig. 3(b). As the solidification cooling rate
increases further to 8.3 × 105 K/s, the carbide growth
morphology is cross-petal-like [Fig. 3(c)], which is simi-
lar to that solidified with a cooling rate of 3.7 × 103 K/s.
Compared with the carbide growth morphology solidi-
fied with a cooling rate of 3.7 × 103 K/s, the carbide size
with an estimated cooling rate of 8.3 × 105 K/s is clearly
decreased, and secondary arms present anisotropy of
growth velocity. However, then the faceted charac-
teristics on the growing front of arms can be seen in
Fig. 3(c), strongly suggesting that the growth of TiC even
under rapid solidification conditions with an estimated
cooling rate up to 8.3 × 105 K/s is still by the lateral
spreading mechanism and does not transform to the con-
tinuous growth mechanism.

In summary, although the growth morphologies of
TiC-type MC carbide vary considerably with increasing
solidification cooling rate estimated from 102 to 105 K/s,
the growth surfaces of carbide all have typical faceted
features. This illustrates that TiC-type MC carbide, a
typical faceted crystal, grows by the mechanism of fac-
eted growth from the ledges or steps over a very broad
range of solidification cooling rate.

IV. DISCUSSION

It is well understood that morphological change is pri-
marily attributed to the change in growth mechanisms,

FIG. 3. SEM micrographs showing the growth morphologies
of TiC laser surface of Nd:YAG alloyed �–TiAl inter-
metallic alloy with carbon solidified with estimated cool-
ing rate of (a) 3.7 × 103 K/s, (b) 7.1 × 105 K/s, and (c) 8.3 ×
105 K/S.
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which are directly correlated to the solid/liquid interface
structures, either atomically smooth or rough.9 TiC-type
MC carbide is well known to have the NaCl-type crystal
structure, and its overall preferred growth direction is
〈001〉 by the micro-mechanisms of lateral growth from
the steps on the growing surface. Under equilibrium and/
or conventional solidification conditions, the atomic dif-
fusion of TiC forming elements in the melt is sufficient
so that higher index planes grow most rapidly, leaving
the close-packed crystallographic planes as the facets on
the crystal surface, as shown in Fig. 4(a). As the solidi-
fication cooling rate or undercooling increases, the car-
bide-forming element diffusion required to form the
equilibrium carbide growth morphology becomes more
difficult. The density of growth steps on the solid/liquid
interface also increases with cooling rate or undercooling
due to a dramatic increase in propagation of crystal de-
fects such as screw dislocations and twins on the growing
interface,12 resulting in more steps on the solid/liquid
interface, as shown in Fig. 4(b). Because the side walls of
these growth steps are always low-energy close-packed
crystallographic planes to ensure the lowest Gibbs free
energy, atoms from the melt still cannot deposit directly
on the atomically smooth solid/liquid interface, and the
re-entrant corners produced by side walls of growth steps
are the most preferential sites for atomic attachment from
the lowest interfacial energy point of view. It is necessary
to note that growth of TiC along the preferred direction
would cease because of either the effect of the diffusion
of solute and heat in front of solid/liquid interface or the

restriction of the growth space. The final growth mor-
phologies of TiC are either regular branching faceted
dendrites or cross-petal-like [Fig. 4(c)].

V. CONCLUSIONS

The growth morphologies of TiC-type MC carbide
were studied under rapid solidification conditions as a
function of estimated cooling rate from 2.1 × 102 to
8.3 × 105 K/s. Although growth morphologies of TiC
precipitated from different compositional liquid vary re-
markably with solidification cooling rate in the estimated
range of 102–105 K/s, the advancing fronts are always
faceted. This illustrates that TiC grows by lateral growth
mechanism even though TiC solidifies at an estimated
cooling rate of 8.3 × 105 K/s.
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